Uber threatens to pull back from Barcelona
23 January 2019, by Daniel Bosque

Hundreds of drivers protested at the convention centre, blocking the road in front, burning tyres and a dustbin.

Spanish taxi drivers complain that rivals from ride-hailing apps are acting as taxis despite not being classed as such in the law, competing unfairly since they do not face the same regulations and costs.

The news comes as taxis strike in Madrid and Barcelona against tourism vehicles with chauffeur or VTCs such as Uber or Cabify.

Uber on Wednesday threatened to pull back from Barcelona after the regional government unveiled new regulations which will severely restrict ride-hailing services, as taxis upped the pressure with a restive strike.

The US giant, which has seen conflicts in other European countries as taxis complain of threats to their livelihoods, said that if the rules are approved as planned next week, "We will not be able to continue providing our UberX service in Barcelona".

That is the cheapest Uber ride and commonly-used in Spain where UberOne, a more expensive premium service, also operates.

The news comes as taxis strike in Madrid and Barcelona against tourism vehicles with chauffeur or VTCs such as Uber or Cabify.

In Madrid, the work stoppage coincided with the start of Fitur, one of the world's biggest tourism fairs.
Spanish taxi drivers complain that rivals from ride-hailing apps are acting as taxis despite not being classed as such in law, competing unfairly since they do not face the same regulations and costs.

That one-hour time delay will be applied in Barcelona, Mayor Ada Colau told reporters.

The new regulations also ban geo-localisation for VTC services, meaning users will no longer be able to find the car nearest to them on their app.

'Destruction' of jobs

For VTCs, the measures are drastic.

Unauto VTC, the association representing the sector, said this "entails the disappearance in Catalonia of the VTC sector" with the subsequent "destruction of more than 3,000 jobs."

In Barcelona alone, there are 2,134 VTCs according to Damia Calvet, in charge of territorial matters in Catalonia.

That compares to 10,523 taxis in the city, according to the Municipal Taxi Institute.

Back in Madrid, taxis continued to demand VTC restrictions.

On Wednesday morning in front of the Fitur convention centre, they had painted the slogan "VTCs aren't taxis" on the asphalt, and shouted "Yes we can" and "Taxis united will never be defeated".

Juan Manuel Rodriguez, a 44-year-old taxi driver, was wearing a yellow vest like others around him in solidarity with anti-government protesters in neighbouring France.

"They're fighting for what they believe is fair and we are too," he said.

The strike has seen sporadic clashes.

Unauto VTC said 80 VTCs had been damaged in Barcelona and 50 in Madrid during the strike.

In Madrid, a taxi driver was seriously injured on Tuesday after jumping onto the bonnet of a black vehicle thought to be a VTC during a protest, and falling back onto the road as the car sped off.